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Practical hints are given to ease the planning and implementation o f  habitat assessments in 
terms o f  hydromorphological elements as described in the WFD. A reach o f  the r. Irpin, located 
between 2 impoundments, was classified as partly moderate and partly good
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Background information. The implementa
tion of the Water Framework Directive (WFD 
[1]) in Ukraine creates a big amount of problems 
including lack of sufficient funding and tech
nical and scientific questions of its practical re
alisation. As a consequence, officially monitored 
data related to the chemical water quality are 
still insufficient and results of hydromorpholog- 
ical assessments and regular WFD-compatible 
hydrobiological investigations are even missing 
or restricted to random investigations. So far, 
assessments of the hydromorphological elements 
have been applied only at a few selected rivers 
as, for example, at the Kyiv City Rivers [2] and 
the Tisza River and its tributaries [3].

Methods. For the methodological approach 
instructions are given in the WFD and more de
tailed in the related CIS Guidance Documents 
EN 14614:2004 “Water Quality -  Guidance 
standard for assessing the hydromorphological 
features of rivers”, and EN 15843:2010 “Water 
quality -  Guidance standard on determining the 
degree of modification of river 
hydromorphology”. This includes, among oth
ers, the initial characterisation of the type of wa- 
ter-bodies [4], reference conditions and a de
scription of the river (applying “system A” or “.. 
B”) as lined out in the WFD.

For the hydromorphological classification 
further decisions are made to determine the op
timal investigation approach. In particular, it is 
possible to support and complete field investiga
tions by aerial and satellite imagery and by GIS- 
based eco-hydrological modelling. For the here 
described assessments, a 5.6 km long reach of 
the Irpin River between Didivshchyna and To- 
mashivka (Kyiv Oblast) was selected. Before 
beginning with field observations (in July 2015), 
Google Earth has been used to register first 
characteristics related to river course, vegetation

on the river bank, in its proximity and land uses 
in the river valley. Besides, Google Earth pro
vided the possibility to compare landuse chang
es over the years. SRTM imagery [5] was used 
to determine topography and possible location 
of water resources, Landsat 8 satellite imagery 
[6] to register spreading of impoundments and 
wetlands.

The final results have been integrated into a 
GIS and GIS-based modelling to better recog
nise the context with anthropogenic impacts like 
the change of water flow in the river basin, 
changes of impoundment sizes, erosion risks and 
land uses that have been mapped earlier. Maps 
were also used to more accurately determine the 
meander migration rate being important for the 
classification (method described in [12]).

Hydromorphological elements that should be 
investigated in support o f  the biological ele
ments (WFD) can be summarised into 6 main 
groups that have been investigated as indicated 
in table 1.

The article has its focus on field investiga
tions being the main and most accurate infor
mation source. A rough literature review has 
shown that the methods used in various EU 
member states are only slightly different. The 
German system, described hereinafter, is just an 
example. It uses 25 parameters for each 100- 
meter section of a water body that can be aggre
gated to 6 main parameter groups, like channel 
development (e.g. meandering, longitudinal pro
file, cross profile, sole and bank structures, river 
surrounding). To ease the investigations, a pro
tocol was prepared on the basis of the German 
Guidance Document (LAWA [9]). The protocol 
section concerning river course and profiles is 
shown in figure 1. It contains text and graphical 
elements to ease the choice of answers. For the 
final ranking a MS Access program [10] was
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used that differentiates 7 classes; for a prelimi- have been converted into 5, similar to the 
nary assessment and comparisons, these classes scheme used in [11].

1. Main groups of hydromorphological elements (left) [7] and methodological approach (r.h.s.)
Quantity and dynamics of water flow Analysis of river discharge data (station Ya- 

blunivka) and SWAT modelling results
Connection to groundwater bodies Measurement of groundwater levels in 6 village 

wells, calculations based on topography [8]
River continuity Use of Google maps, field visit
River depth and width variation On-site investigation
Structure and substrate of the river bed On-site investigation
Structure of the riparian zone On-site investigation
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Fig. 1. First part of a field protocol for hydromorphological assessments
(mainly derived from [8])

Research results. The final results of hy- composed exemplary in table 2. As outlined ear- 
dromorphological classification are presented in lier the focus of the hydromorphological as- 
figure 2; individual monitoring results have been sessments is on the river channel and nearby
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habitat structures. It is obvious that the river 
course has been changed in the first km section 
beginning at the weir in Didivshchyna while 
thereafter the river meanders downstream until it 
reaches the next impoundment near Tomashiv-

ka. This is one of the main reasons why the eco
logical potential of the river reach was classified 
as moderate (white/black striped on figure 2) 
and further downstream as good (white colour).

Fig. 2. Hydromorphological classification of the river reach between Didivshchyna and To- 
mashivka, Kyiv Oblast (colour codes: striped line -  moderate, solid white line -  good potential)

2. Extract of results logged during on-site investigation
General information
Date 15.07.2015 15.07.2015 15.07.2015
Section code 2 8 20
Section length 100-200

(100m)
800-900
(100m)

4000-4200
(200m)

Development of river course
Course curvature poorly swinging, no 

erosion due to curva
ture

moderate swinging, sin
gular weak erosion due 
to curvature

winding, strong 
erosion due to cur
vature

Longitudinal banks no no no
special structures (driving 
woods, fallen trees, island, nar
rowing, forking, etc)

2 several few
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Продовження табл. 2
Longitudinal profile
Current diversity weak moderate strong
Damming up no no no
Transverse banks no no no
Depth variety no moderate moderate
Transverse profile
Profile type wide trapezoid nearly natural profile nearly natural pro

file
Profile depth very shallow shallow moderately deep
Width variety weak moderate strong
Passages not detected; no width 

erosion
pools; no width ero

sion
pools; weak width 

erosion
River bed structures
Substrate sand sand sand
Artificial structures no no no
Extraordinary structures (high 
current velocity, pools, back 
flowing, wooden matter, detri
tus, root squares, macrophytes, 
cascades)

no several partly

Substrate diversity weak weak weak
Bank structures
Bank vegetation reed, bushes, meadow natural 

bushes, high growing 
herbs, meadows

natural 
bushes, high grow
ing herbs, meadows

Special structures few no no
Constructions stones no no
Nearby river valley/flood plain
Type of use houses, gardens agriculture, gardens forest, gardens
Natural biotopes in %; 
(L-l.h.s.; R- r.h.s.)

L:<10-50, R: 10-50 L:<10-50, R:>10-50 L:10-50, R:>50

Unused land, % L:<10-50, R:>50 L:10-50, R >50 L:>50, R: >50

Grassland, % L:10-50, R:>50 L:<10-50, R:>50 L:<10-50, R:>50

Fields, gardens, forest, % L:<10-50, R:<10-50 L:10-50, R:<10-50% L:10-50, R:>50

Agricultural landuse is unevenly distributed last 22 years, while settlements have grown. A 
in the subbasin. As can be seen on figure 3 and rough overview of landuse shares in the investi-
4, the share of forest has decreased during the gated subbasin is given in table 3.

3. Percentage shares of landuse in the selected Irpin River subbasin
Landuse ha %

1 Subbasin 174329 100
2 Agriculture ~ 115057 ~ 66
3 Forest 32298 18.5
4 Settlements 23779 13.6
5 Lakes and impoundments 1748 1.0
6 Wetlands 1014 0.6

66% of the landcover could not further be tural landuse mainly consisting in meadows 
classified and must be considered as agricul- and crop fields. The two Google Earth images
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(fig. 3 and 4) suggest however that the share the last 22 years (1992-2015). 
of pastures has significantly decreased over

Fig. 3. Google Earth image taken on December 1992, converted to black and white colour
The starting point o f  the investigated reach (in the image centre) is marked with “A ” (coordinates: UTM (35) 
5 ’559’083 mE; 698’224 mN), the end point is “B ” (UTM (35) 5 ’561 ’150 mE; 700233 mN), height difference 
ca. 5m. Forests are in dark gray or black colour, agricultural areas in white or light gray, villages are speck
led.

Fig. 4. Google Earth image taken on December 2015; coordinates as in figure 3
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Conclusions. The river reach between Did- 
ivshchyna and Tomashivka (Kyiv Oblast) did 
not include the existence of the nearby weirs and 
impoundments upstream and downstream of the 
section. When considering a bigger part of the 
Irpin, it is obvious that the river, according to 
the WFD, must be considered already as heavily 
modified water body (“HMWB”), mainly be
cause of the interruption of the longitudinal con
tinuity. Frequency of weirs and impoundment 
sizes by far exceed the tolerable level: the dis
tance between impoundments should be at least 
10 km, their length not more than 300 m, but 
some of them reach several kilometers. As a 
consequence the natural sediment transport ca

pacity is strongly reduced, leading to sedimenta
tion of inorganic and organic materials, oxygen 
depletion in deeper water layers, methane for
mation and impacts on biodiversity. Migration 
of fish and aquatic insects up and downstream 
are restricted. Resulting ecological pressures and 
ways of their avoidance are also described in 
Guidance Documents as in [13, 14] and in other 
literature [15, 16, 17].

Additional problems and risks of reaching a 
good ecological potential or status are due to the 
high share of agricultural land use in several 
subbasins while buffer zones are rather small or 
sometimes missing.
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M. Хофман, А.Ф. Салюк 
Оцінка гідроморфологічного стану р. Ірпінь: методичні підходи та результати

У статті наведено методичні підходи та практичні результати оцінки гідроморфологічого 
стану ділянки р. Ірпінь, згідно положень ВРД ЄС. За наведеною методикою стан ділянки річ
ки, яка розташована поміж двох штучних водоймищ, оцінено як частково добрий та задо
вільний.

M. Хофман, А.Ф. Салюк 
Оценка гидроморфологического состояния р. Ирпень: 

методические подходы и результаты
В статье приведены методические подходы и практические результаты оценки гидромор- 
фологичого состояния участка р. Ирпень, согласно положениям ВРД ЕС. Согласно приведен
ной методике состояние участка реки оценено как частично хорошее и удовлетворительное.
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